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Abstract 
This paper considers a scheduling problem of minimizing the maximum com
pletion time for an automated flowshop manufacturing system such as FMS 
which consists of 3 machining cells with sufficient buffers, an AGV (auto
mated guided vehicle) and loadingjunloading stations. For this problem we 
propose a heuristic algorithm based on a fuzzy approximation (called fuzzy 
scheduling), and a branch-and-bound algorithm with fuzzy inferences. Com
putational experiences show that the fuzzy scheduling can give optimal or 
near optimal solutions, and the branch-and-bound algorithm can efficiently 
give optimal solutions with up to 400 parts with high probability over 90%. 
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1 INTRODUCTON 

Many flexible manufacturing systems (FMS's) have been widely used around 
the world. An FMS can be characterized as a set of flexible machine tools 
connected by a material handling system and which is controlled by both 
computers and human operators [1]. On the other hand, the efficient imple
mentation of such an FMS presents a complex set of issues to be solved. 
Among them are scheduling problems which optimally determine when and 
on what machine the parts are processed and how these parts are transported 
in the system [9]. 

Kise [5] has considered a two-machine, one-AGV (or a robot) scheduling 
problem with sufficient WIP-buffer at each machine and shown that the prob
lem is an N P-hard 3-machine flowshop scheduling problem (denoted 3FSP). 
Kise et al. [6] have proposed a branch-and-bound algorithm for the same prob-
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lern, and demonstrated by numerical experiments that the algorithm can ex
actly solve problem instances with up to 200 parts with high possibility. Stern 
and Vitner [10] have dealed with a two-machine, one-robot scheduling prob
lem with part-dependent transport times. They have shown the NP-hardness 
of the problem and suggested an approximation algorithm. 

Sabuncuoglu and Hommertzheim [8] have considered an FMS scheduIing 
problem by using a simulation model. They have analyzed the relative per
formances of machine and AGV scheduling rules against various due-date 
criteria. Ishii and Talavage [4] have proposed a mixed dispatching rule for 
each machine based on discrete event simulation in FMS scheduling. Their 
system includes two loadingjunloading stations, four machines, three AGV's 
and six part types. This brief survey may suggest that scheduling problems 
arising in FMS's environment are hard to analytically be solved. 

In this paper we deal with an automated ßowshop manufacturing system 
such as FMS that consists of 3 machining cells with suffient capacity of WIP
buffer, all of which are connected by an AGV (or a movable robot), and discuss 
an optimal scheduling problem that asks to minimize the makespan of n parts 
to be processed by the system. This paper aims to develop a branch-and-bound 
(BAB) algorithm that could efficiently solve large problem instances with high 
probability. Numerical experiments demonstrate that the BAB algorithm can 
solve large problem instances with up to 400 parts in reasonable time with 
quite high possibility. 

2 MODEL DESCRIPTION 

Figure 1 shows the physical layout of an FMS for study in this paper, which 
has a loading station SL, an unloading station Su, 3 (machining) cells (e.g., 
machining centers) with pallet storage carousel, an AGV or a movable robot 
and an automated warehouse. The cells, loading and unloading stations are 
arranged along a loop track on which the AGV can travel in unidirection. For 
this system the following assumptions are made: 

(1) A set of n parts, J = {ili = 1,2, ... , n}, is available at time O. (2) Each 
of 3 cells, M, (I = 1,2,3), can process at most one part at a time, and is never 
interrupted during processing. 

(3) Each part i E J is processed in the order of M1,M2,M3 and the se
quences of processing the parts at cells M, (I = 1,2,3) are the same. 

(4) Loading and unloading stations, and 3 cells have buffers for WIP(work
in-process). The capacity of each buffer is unlimited. 

(5) The AGV can carry at most one part at a time. The AGV has constant 
traveling speed and fixed pickup and drop rates. 

(6) Apart is released from loading station SL to the shop every time the 
AGV leaves SL, then is carried to each cells, M, (1 = 1,2,3) and leaves the 
shop at unloading station Su. At each cell, the· AGV stops to drop apart 
which should be processed on the cell and pick up apart which should be 
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processed on the next cello The AGV leaves each cell MI (l = 1,2,3) without 
waiting there until MI finishes apart if there is no part in the buffer. 

(7) The processing times of part i on MI (I = 1,2,3), including set-up time, 
are known and represented by PI (i) (i E J, I = 1,2,3). 

(8) The times required for the AGV to carry apart from SL to Mb from M l 

to M 2 , from M 2 to M 3 , from M 3 to Su and from Su to SL, including pickup 
and drop times, are known and represented by tal, tl2, t23, t34, t40, respectively. 
Such times are independent of the parts to be carried, thus, the time required 
for the AGV to travel a complete loop, tu = tal + tl2 + t23 + t34 + t40, is 
constant. 

(9) An optimal sequence of processing the n parts to be found is one that 
minimizes the makespan, that is, the total elapse time between the time the 
first part is released from S Land the time the last part is delivered to Su. 

Hereafter, this problem will be called the automated 3-machine flowshop 
scheduling problem (denoted A3FSP). 

3 FORMULATION OF SCHEDULING PROBLEM 

The finishing time of machining part i on MI (l = 1,2,3) is represented by 
FI (i), and the time of picking part i from MI is represented by 11 (i). Further
more, the time part i leaves SL and the time it arrives at Su are represented 
by To(i) and F(i), respectively. Then, the schedule of the k-th part jk in any 
sequence, S = (il,h,"',jn), can be formulated as folIows. 
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By assumption (6), it can be seen that 

TO(jk) = (k - 1)tv, k = 1,2,"" n. (1) 

From assumption (1)rv(8), the start of machining part jk on MI must be 
after the machining part jk-l has finished and after jk has been transfered to 
MI by the AGV, so the finishing time of machining part jk on MI is given by 

Fl(jk)= max{Fl(jk_I), T)-l(jk) + tl-I,I} + PI (jk), 
1 = 1,2,3;k = 1,2,···,n, (2) 

where FI(jo) = 0(1 = 1,2,3). 
Picking part jk from MI must be started at a time the AGV arrives there 

after the finis hing of machining jk on MI, then 

T)(jk)?' tOI + Xlktv ? FI(jk), 1 = 1,2,3; k = 1"", n, (3) 

where Xlk is the minimal integer such that Eq.(3) holds, and tOI = tOI + ... + 
tl-I,1 (1 = 2,3,4). From Eq.(3) 

Xlk?f(Fl(jk)-tot}/tvl, l=1,2,3;k=1,···,n, (4) 

where f x 1 is the minimal integer greater than x. By assumption (5), the AGV 
can pick jk from MI only after it picked part jk-l from MI and arrives at MI 
again, i.e., 

T)(jk) ? T)(jk-l) + tv, 1 = 1,2,3; k = 1"", n, 

where TI(jo) = O(l = 1,2,3), then from Eqs.(3)rv(5), 

T)(jk)= max{f(Fl(jk) - tod/ivltv + tOI, T) (jk-l) + tv}, 
1 = 1,2,3;k = 1,···,n. 

The time part jk arrives at Su is 

F(jk) = T3(jk) +t34, k=1,···,n. 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

Thus the schedule can be computed by Eqs.(1), (2), (6) and (7), and the 
maximum completion time Fmax(s) under the sequence s is 

(8) 

4 FUZZY SCHEDULING 

4.1 An approximation of makespan 

Problem A3FSP is NP-hard, even for the case of two-machine sysytem [5]. 
Thus, we need good heuristic for practical purposes. However, the above for
mulation that expresses makespan Fmax by recursive equations (1), (2), (6), 
(7) and (8) make us somewhat difficult even to have an insight for a good 
heuristic. Thus we consider the following approximation of Fmax(s). 
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In Eq.(6) we relax assumption (5) to the one that the AGV can simulta
neously carry parts existing in a buffer except SL. Then the time when the 
AGV leaves cell M, is given by 

(6)' 

'iHik) is a lower bound of 1}(jk) in Eq.(6). 
Let FHik) be the finishing time of part ik on cell M,(l = 1,2,3), F(jk) 

be the time when part ik arrives at Su and Fma:t'(s) be the makespan, all of 
which are computed by Eq.(6)' instead of Eq.(6). Then we have 

k 

Fdik)= max {(p -l)tv + L: PI(ih)} + tOl, 
1$p9 h =p 

k 

F,(jk) 75, l~a.tk{FI-l(jP) + L:P,(jh)} +tv +t'-l," 1=2,3, 
-p- h=p 

T3 (jk)75, F3 (jk) +tv , k = 1,,,, ,no (9) 

Thus,the following upper bound U B(s) of Fma:t'(s) can be obtained. 

Fma:t'(s)75, U B(s) = C(s) + 2tv + tO,4 (10) 

where 
o p q n 

C(s)= max {L: tv + L: PI(ih) + L: P2(jh) + L: P3(jh)} (11) l<o<p<q<n 
- - - - h=l h=o h=p h=q 

Obviously minimizing U B(s) is equivalent to minimizing C(s). The problem 
of minimizing C (s) is a 4FSP with processing time tv , Pl (i), P2 (i), P3 (i) of part 
i and with no transportation time of the AGV. That is, the original A3FSP 
can be approximately reduced to a 4FSP. 

4.2 Fuzzy sched uling method 

The fuzzy scheduling method has been proposed to yield nearly optimal so
lutions for an m-machine FSP [2]. The basic idea of this heuristic is to use 
a membership function in the context of fuzzy inference for obtaining an ap
proximate solution. The membership function represents a possibility that the 
dominance relation between parts holds even if its precondition does not hold. 
We describe it briefly below. 

For the above reduced 4FSP of Eq.(11), let flow time of part ik on the l-th 
machine (I = 2,3,4) for a partial sequence ofthe first k parts, Sk = (h,' .. , ik), 
be defined by 

(12) 

where F1}(jk) is the finis hing time of processing part ik on the l-th machine 
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in sequence Sk for the 4FSP. Similarly flowtime FTl (Sk, i) of part i in sequence 
(Sk, i) adding i after Sk and FTl(Sk, i,j) ofpart j in sequence (Sk, i,j) adding 
j after (Sk, i) are defined. 

Theorem 1. [2] Assume that two parts i and j are optimally processed 
immediately after partial sequence Sk, part i optimally precedes part j if 

FTl(Sk,i,j) $ FTl(Sk,j,i), 1=2,3,4. (13) 

Eq.(13) rarely holds in realistic situations. But it is a sufficient condition 
for the optimal schedule. This suggests that if Eq.(13) approximately holds, 
then part i may precede part j in an optimal schedule with high possibility. 
We take advantage of this possibility for searching an optimal schedule, and 
represent it by a membership function in the fuzzy inference. That is, 

then the membership function that represents the degree that part i optimally 
precedes part j is given by 

( . ') D(Sk,i,j) 
jJSk t, J = 0.5 - 2D () , max Sk 

(15) 

where D(Sk, i,j) = Ei=2 O!/_lD/(Sk, i,j), Dmax(Sk) = maXi,j /D(Sk, i,j)/ and 
0!1,0!2,0!3 (0 $ 0!1,0!2,0!3 $ 1 and E~=lO!/ = 1) are real numbers. Then, the 
degree of dominance of part i over the remaining parts under partial sequence 
Sk (k = 0,1, ... , n - 1) is given by 

(16) 

then part i* satisfying 

(17) 

is identified as the part that immediately follows Sk, where Jr is the set ofthe 
remaining r( = n - k) parts. 

The rule determining i* by this way is referred to as fuzzy rule and the 
scheduling applying the fuzzy rule is referred to as fuzzy scheduling. We use 
a fuzzy schedule obtained as an approximate one of the original A3FSP, and 
its makespan (exactly computed by Eq.(6)) is used as an initial upper bound 
value of the BAB algorithm proposed next for the original A3FSP. 

5 BAB ALGORITHM 

It is assumed that the basic principle of BAB algorithm is weIl known (e.g., 
see [3]). Hence only the basic components of BAB algorithm are stated below. 
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5.1 Subproblem 

Let the sequence of the first k parts fixed be Sk = (iI, ... ,jk)' The problem of 
deterrnining an optimal sequence of the remaining r( = n - k) parts under the 
sequence Sk is called a subproblem of depth k and is represented by P(Sk)' 

5.2 Lower bound 

For a given sequence of the first k parts, Sk and an arbitrary sequence of the 
remaining r parts, Sk = (jk+1, ... ,jn)' from Eqs.(1),(2) and (6) we have 

where 

Tdjn)?' max{Fdjk) + Yl1 (Sk), (k - 1)tv + Y01 (Sk) + tod, 
T2(jn)?' max{F2(jk) + Y22 (Sk),F1(jk) + Y12 (Sk) +t12 , 

(k - 1)tv + Y02 (Sk) + t02}, 
T3(jn)?' max{F3(jk) + Y33 (Sk) , F2(jk) + Y23 (Sk) + t23, 

F1(jk) + Y13 (Sk) + t13, (k - 1)tv 
+ Y03 (Sk) + t03 }, 0:S k:S n - 1, 

n 

L Pv(jh)], O:S u :S v :S 3, 
h=q(v-1) 

and PO(jh) = tv(h = 1"", n). 

(18) 

(19) 

Now we consider the minirnization of each Yuv(Sk) Eq.(19) that yields a 
lower bound of Tv (in) of Eq. (18), and leads to the one of the makespan F (jn) 
of Eq.(8). The rninimization of Yuv(Sk) is reduced to an FSP with processing 
time P/(i) ofpart i on l-th machine. But it is NP-hard. Therefore, we consider 
the minimization of the following lower bound Y.!'v (s k) of Yuv (s k) instead of 
Yuv(Sk) itself, which is obtained by only considering the terms for k < q(u) = 
q(u + 1) = ... = q(v - 1) :S n and excluding the other terms of Yuv(Sk), i.e., 

Yuv(Sk)?' Y.!',,(Sk) 

n 

+ L P,,(jh)] (20) 
h=q(v-1) 

The minirnization of Y.!',,(Sk) is reduced to a special 3FSP where the first 
machine and the third machine are separated by a non-bottleneck machine 
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with processing time E;;';+1 Pl(j) of part j [7]. Furthermore, 

q 11-1 n 11 11-1 
Y:1I(Sk)= max [ L (L P'(jh)) + L( L Pl(jh))] - '" YiI(Sk) k<q<n L.J 

- h=k+1 l=u h=q l=u+1 l=u+1 
11-1 

= ZU1I(Sk) - L YiI(Sk),l:::; u < v :::; m (21) 
l=u+1 

and the problem of minimization ZU1I(Sk) is reduced to a solvable 2-machine 
FSP with processing time a(i) = E;;,; Pl(i) on the first machine and b(i) = 
E~=U+1 Pl(i) on the second machine. Let Z=1I(Sk) be its minimum value. Here 
we should note that processing of part jk+1 on machine Mu can not be started 
before F~(jk) = max19~u[FI(jk) +minAI,u-l(Sk) +tlu], and T1I (jn) must be 
dependent of t 1l and times the AGV goes around the loop track till T1I (jn) 
(see Eq.(3)), then it can be easily seen by Eq.(18) through Eq.(21) that 

11-1 
g~1I (Sk)= r F: (jk) + Z=1I (Sk) - L YiI(Sk) + tU1I - to1l )/t1l lt1l + t 01l (22) 

l=u+l 

is a lower bound of T1I (jn) for subproblem P(Sk), where minAu+1,u(Sk) = 
0(0 :::; u :::; 3), minAu1I (sk) = mink<h~n[E~=u Al (jh)] (1 :::; u :::; v :::; 3) and 
Al(i) = max{PI(i), t 1l }. Then, 

gU1I(Sk)= r(g~1I(Sk) + minA1I+1,3(Sk) + t1l3 - t03)/t1l 1t1l + tO,m+1 (23) 

is a lower bound for subproblem P(Sk)' 
We employ 

(24) 

as a lower bound for P(Sk)' Lower bound 9(Sk) for any subproblem P(Sk) 
except P(0), i.e., the original problem can be computed in O(n) time and 
g(0), the lower bound of the original problem in O(n log n) time. 

5.3 Fuzzy scheduling and fuzzy search 

We use the fuzzy scheduling as mentioned before as the initial incumbent 
solution that takes a role of an upper bound of the optimal value. We adopt 
a depth-first search method that selects a subproblem with the smallest lower 
bound among the most recently generated ones, breaking ties by the fuzzy 
rule proposed in [2]. We call such search method the fuzzy search. 
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6 NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS 

In this section, performanc~s of the BAB algorithm with fuzzy inferences 
proposed here are evaluated by the way of numerical experiments. For each 
n and tu, 30 problem instances have been tested. The processing times of the 
parts (P1(j)) are generated for a uniform distribution over the integers from 1 
to 99, inclusive. For weights (}:I (l = 1, 2, 3) of membership function j..t. (i, j) in 
Section 4.2, three types of function were applied to each problem instances. 
They are: (1) arithmetical progression weights, ():/ = l/6; (2) equal weights, 
(}:I = 1/3; (3) inverse arithmetical progression weights, ():/ = (4 - l)/6(l = 
1,2,3). Three schedules are obtained and the best one of them is adopted. 
In the fuzzy search of the BAB algorithm, only the arithmetical progression 
weights are used. 

All programs were compiled in FORTRAN, and run on a DEC 3000 work
station (35MFLOPS). The runing time (CPU time) of the BAB algorithm 
was limited within 5 min., and a problem instance that could not be solved 
within 5 min. has been identified as unsolved. 

6.1 Performances of fuzzy scheduling 

Table 1 and 2 show results obtained for test problems, where Rps and Rpc 
represent average relative errors of the fuzzy scheduling and the FCFS (First 
Come First Served) scheduling, respectively. The comparisons with the FCFS 
scheduling in Tables 1 and 2 show the effect of the optimization by the fuzzy 
scheduling. Table 2 also shows the influence of the number of parts, n on 
the performance of the fuzzy scheduling. Table 3 shows how many problem 
instances can optimally solved by the fuzzy scheduling. We can conclude from 
these results that the fuzzy scheduling is superior. 

Table 1 Average relative errors(%) offuzzy scheduling for n = 10 

0.1 1.0 
0.2 1.2 
0.3 1.6 
0.4 1.9 
0.5 2.9 

Average 1.7 

16.8 
16.6 
16.9 
15.9 
15.9 

16.4 

*: Pmean = 50 is the mean processing time. 
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Table 2 Average relative errors (%) of fuzzy scheduling for t" = 
15(t,,/Pmean / = 0.3) for solved instances 

n 10 20 30 40 50 100 

RFS 1.6 0.8 0.4 0.4 0.3 0.1 

RFC 16.7 12.1 10.8 8.3 7.9 5.4 

Table 3 Rate (%) of problem instances with n 
scheduling gives optimal solutions 

10 for which the fuzzy 

t,,/ Pmean 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 Average 

A 53 47 50 50 40 48 

6.2 Evaluation of BAß algorithms 

To examine the performance of the BAB algorithm with fuzzy inference , the 
following four kinds of BAB algorithms were implemented and compared: 

(1) A: BAB algorithm with fuzzy inferences proposed here; (2) Al: BAB 
algorithm A without fuzzy search; (3) A2 : BAB algorithm A without fuzzy 
scheduling; (4) A3: BAB algorithm A2 without fuzzy search. 

The rates of problem instances solved by these algorithms are shown in 
Table 4. It is evident that Algorithm A is superior to Al I A 2 and A3 . The 
comparison with Al as weIl A3 shows the effect of the fuzzy search on the 
performance of Algorithm A, and the comparison with A2 as weIl A3 shows 
the effect of the fuzzy scheduling on the performance of Algorithm A. 

Table 5 show the influences of the number of parts on the solvability of 
Algorithm A. We can conclude that the BAB algorithm A can solve problem 
instances with 400 parts with high probability over 90%. 

7 CONCLUSION 

In this paper we have considered a scheduling problem of minimizing the 
makespan for an automated 3-machine flowshop such as FMS that consists 
of 3 machining cells with sufficient buffers, an AGV and loading/unloading 
stations, and shown that the problem can be approximately reduced to a 
4-machine permutation flowshop scheduling problem. Based on this re duc-
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Table 4 Rate (%) of problem instances solved within 5 min. by BAB algo-
rithms (t v = 15(tv/Pmean = 0.3)) 

n A Al A 2 A3 

10-20 92 90 92 88 
30-40 87 82 87 78 
50-60 93 85 93 83 
70-80 90 78 87 67 

90-100 93 87 88 75 
110-120 92 83 83 62 
130-140 92 87 85 55 
150-160 92 80 88 47 
170-180 95 87 87 45 
190-200 90 78 78 48 

Average 92 84 87 65 

Table 5 Rate (%) of problem instances solved within 5 min. by Algorithm 
A for larger problems(tv = 15(tv/ Pmean = 0.3)) 

n A n A 

210-220 90 310-320 83 
230-240 88 330-340 100 
250-260 92 350-360 92 
270-280 92 370-380 97 
290-300 90 390-400 83 

Average 91 

tion we proposed a heuristic algorithm called the fuzzy scheduling, and a 
branch-and-bound algorithm with fuzzy inferences. Extensive numerical ex
periments show that the fuzzy scheduling can give optimal or near optimal 
solutions, and the branch-and-bound algorithm with fuzzy inferences can effi
ciently give optimal solutions to problem instances with up to 400 parts with 
high probability. 
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